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Guide to the Best Sales Assessments

"Best objective and most immediately useful research I've seen on
the topic.This guide is worth tens of thousands of dollars a year
because it can save you time and money spent in useless assessments
that lead to hiring the wrong salesperson."
-Gerhard Gschwandtner, CEO Selling Power

INTRODUCTION
The following is an overview of our Definitive Guide to the Best Sales Assessments for Hiring
Quota-Busting Salespeople.
To get a copy of our full Guide, which includes a list of our rejected
and recommended assessments, please call 703-822-8178 or email
SalesTest@BigSwiftKick.com to schedule an appointment with one
of our assessment consultants.
This guide is for you if you:
●
●
●
●

are responsible for hiring salespeople,
live and die by their ability to hit quota,
are paid on their performance, and
suffer the consequences of a bad hire six months later.

To achieve exponential sales growth, you must consistently hire the
right salespeople, the folks most likely to hit or exceed their sales goals.
When I owned a software company in Europe, I hired a sales rep that interviewed well, went to
the right university, worked at the right companies, and hit quota every year.
She should have been a top producer! What happened instead? She underperformed and left in
10 months. Was that hiring mistake due to my interview bias, a change in her life priorities, or
something else? I will never know.
What I do know is that experience put me on a 29-year journey to find what science knows
about sales hiring.
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My journey included:
● using 53 different kinds of assessments,
● researching best-hiring practices,
● working for 2+ years with an Industrial/Organizational Psychologist, various HR
professionals, recruiters, etc.
From my quest, I concluded that the “correct” pre-employment sales assessment is the single
best predictor of a sales candidate’s success. I also discovered no single assessment works for
everyone.
To Hire Right: You need the right hiring process and the right multi-measurement, sales-specific
pre-employment assessment.
If you have a flawed hiring process or the wrong assessment for salespeople, it’s garbage
in/garbage out. You will never get a top-performing sales team.
Each company has different requirements. You still need to interview and do reference checks
to get a whole picture of the sales candidate. With our Guide, I share what I’ve learned about
pre-hiring sales tests, assessments, and evaluations.
In our Guide, we name the best sales assessments to use and the ones to avoid.
The Guide helps you cut through the noise, misunderstanding, and clutter of the thousands of
assessments on the market today. We show you how to pick the right assessment for you!

Should You Trust Your Gut When Hiring Salespeople?
Many sales leaders incorrectly believe they are great judges of sales talent. They’re right < 50%
of the time. If you usually rely on your gut instinct, you are not alone.
If you follow the typical process for hiring sales talent, you:
● Read candidates’ resumes and interview them if you like what you see.
● Conduct interviews and if they are friendly, well dressed, articulate, and confident, you
rate them highly.
● Gauge how well they build rapport based on your interaction with them.
When you feel pressure to fill the position quickly, you may start asking easy questions, and by
the end of the interview, decide to make an offer.
Big Swift Kick
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77% of companies hire the wrong
rep and ONLY 23% say they have
the right stuff in place for hiring
Research shows most individuals responsible for hiring subconsciously make a go/no-go
decision in the first five minutes of each interview. That barely gives candidates enough time to
make small talk before the interviewer has sealed their fate.
What is it about gut instinct that makes it so ineffective? This practice favors style and likeability
over substance, objectivity, and hard data.
If you just trust your gut, you’ll make crappy decisions in selecting salespeople.
Even Jack Welch, the former CEO of GE, said he never trusted his gut in making hiring
decisions. Make using pre-hire sales assessments a critical component of your screening
process. You will make better sales hires by doing this.

HOW TO USE ASSESSMENTS THE RIGHT WAY TO
SELECT SALESPEOPLE
Best Practices for Selecting Sales Hires
Hiring salespeople is a tricky thing. Salespeople are good at, well, selling. Salespeople are
difficult to assess with traditional interviewing techniques because they are:
● skilled at presenting themselves,
● good at finding common ground, and
● great at persuading interviewers to buy what they are selling―themselves.
Look at these mind-boggling stats…
● Salesforce.com reports 57% of sales reps missed their quota in 2018.
● The 2018 CSO Talent Study reports only 22.6% of Chief Sales Officers believe that
hiring salespeople is an organizational strength and only 16% of companies felt they
had the sales talent needed to succeed.
Big Swift Kick
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●

The Objective Management Group reports that companies hire the wrong
salesperson 77% of the time.

Bottom-line; we suck at selecting top-producing salespeople!
FACT ONE: You will hire underperforming salespeople if your hiring process primarily relies
on reviewing resumes, conducting a bunch of interviews, and soliciting reference checks.
FACT TWO: Many companies use a behavior/personality assessment like DISC or Myers
Briggs in their sales hiring processes. Unfortunately, behavioral/personality assessments do not
improve your odds of identifying a quota-busting salesperson (See chart below).
Most Common Selection Practices and Ability to Predict Success in the Job**
Method
Traditional Interviews
Resume
Reference Checks
Behavior/Personality Test
Integrity Test
General Mental Ability Test
Multi-Measurement Tests

Predictive Validity
14%
18%
26%
20-31%
41%
51%
71%

You can increase your ability to identify high-performing salespeople by 71% - 92% by using
one of two testing options.
Your best option is to use a multi-measurement test designed specifically for selecting
salespeople. The second but less effective option is to use multiple tests, based upon what is
important to measure in a salesperson.

Using Multi-Measurement Tests
The challenge with using multiple assessments is you need to know what each test measures
and how the measuring targets in the multiple tests overlap. If you use tests measuring the
same thing, the redundancy doesn’t increase your odds of picking a top-performing
salesperson.
For example, a behavioral assessment is only 20% predictive of a sales person’s ability to hit
quota. One company I know unwittingly used three different behavioral assessments for each
candidate. The problem is measuring the same thing three times is still only 20% predictive!
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Main Reasons Why Companies Should Use Pre-Hire Sales Assessments
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

You will improve speed to hire. In a tight talent market, the top talent is off the market
in 15 days!
You will dramatically reduce time reading resumes and conducting interviews with
salespeople who don’t fit or can’t hit quota.
You will identify hidden information that won’t come out in the resume, interview, or
reference checks.
You will identify what candidates will actually accomplish since 78% of sales
candidates’ resumes contain misleading statements.
You will add objective, data-driven metrics to your hiring process and eliminate
positive unconscious bias especially if you are under pressure to fill some open
positions.
You will eliminate negative unconscious bias. (Deloitte study: removing unconscious
bias increased hiring top performers by 25-46 %.)
You will increase legal defensibility through objective and valid metrics.
You will increase retention and reduce turnover due to determining a better fit.
You will identify what training, development, and coaching salespeople will need.

“80% of employee turnover is due to
bad hiring decisions.”
-Harvard Business Review
Keep in mind that even though the right pre-hire sales assessment is a great tool, you will still
make hiring mistakes, albeit there will be fewer of them.
Do the Math: I helped a client write and run an ad in a tight sales candidate market. The ad
attracted 93 applications a day for three weeks. That is 1,953 applications! To read through all
those resumes and do a short phone interview with the ones that looked interesting would have
been tedious and borderline insane!
From the job analysis, it was clear the #1 priority was the Ability to Sell. To help this client, we
asked each applicant to take an online sales assessment. This up-front assessment pinpointed
those who would (vs. said they could) hit quota for the client.
This change sped up the interview process, weeded out the weak, and saved hours of
interviews. Most importantly, my client could hire the top talent before they were off the market.
Big Swift Kick
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Do pre-hire sales assessments really make a difference?
A study by Deloitte shows that employers could increase the number of top performers they hire
by 25-46% if they remove hiring bias.
Below is data (from CSO and OMG) specifically on sales rep quota-attainment and retention:

No Pre-Hire Assessment
Pre-Hire Assessment
Multi-Measurement Pre-Hire
Assessment

Quota-Attainme
nt
49%
61%
88%

Annual Rep
Turnover
19.8%
14.6%
8%

How much should the pre-hire sales assessment count in hiring the
candidate?
Based upon Schmidt & Hunter’s research on job screening methodologies, with the correlation
of actual job performance, here is our recommendation.
This is a guideline, and you will need to modify it for your situation.
Method

Resume/Experience
Reference Checks
Interview - Traditional
Interview - Highly Structured
with scorecard
Multi-Measure Sales-Specific
Assessment**
Personality, Behavior or Culture
Assessment

Correlation w Job
Performance
18%
26%
14%
35-57%

Hiring
Decision
Weight
7-8%
10-12%
5-6%
16-23%

71-92%

30-45%

20-31%

9-12%

**This assumes you have done a thorough job analysis and know what you want to measure.
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TYPES OF ASSESSMENTS FOR EVALUATING SALES
CANDIDATES
Best Use for Each Assessment Type
Don’t get duped! I had a client who approached me about a pre-hiring test for salespeople. I
asked for the name of the assessment. I called the assessment company and asked for the
“technical manual.” I discovered the test was a behavioral assessment done on 500 truck
drivers.

To select the type of assessment to
use, the most important question is,
“What is the #1 priority of the job,
and how do you measure that?”
Bottom line, it was the wrong type of assessment, measuring the wrong thing, testing on the
wrong population, asking questions based upon a social context and not in a sales context,
lacking predictive validation. Moreover, the assessment company did not validate the
assessment with an independent third party.
The sneaky thing: The testing company had a sales candidate report, which sounded
“sales-like” by using terms that described motivation, rejection, listening, attitude, and
relationship.
Behavioral assessments are great for measuring social style, culture fit, work behavior,
communication style, team building, etc.―but not the ability to hit quota.
Thousands of assessments are on the market, and not all assessments are equal. I often see a
“one assessment fits all” approach because it is what HR has used for years. It is usually a
personality or behavioral assessment like DISC or Myers-Briggs.
Even a panel discussion at the 2004 Society for I/O Psychology Conference concluded that
four-quadrant personality/behavior assessments were not good for predicting job performance
because they are easy to fake and have low validity.
Big Swift Kick
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When we use the wrong assessment, we end up hiring underperforming salespeople and
suffering the consequences of that decision.
Don’t believe me? Remember the findings of the 2018 CSO Talent Study: “Only 22.6% of
companies believe that hiring salespeople is an organizational strength” and “only 16% had the
sales talent needed to succeed.”

What Assessments Do and Don’t Measure
Let’s look at assessments in general. Consider what each assessment type does and doesn’t
measure. Notice how well each assessment predicts the ability to hit quota.
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Test Type

Personality
(traits)

Example

Myers-Brig
g (MBTI)

Behavioral
(states)

DISC

Psychological

16PF
Questionnaire

Career
Aptitude

GMAT for
MBA
Programs

Designed to Measure
How people perceive the
world and make
decisions.
Social style at work/home,
team dynamics,
communications. Also,
help identify how
candidates will fit in your
culture.
Candidate mental health
and emotional stability.
Strengths, talents and
limitations for a specific
job.

General Mental
Ability
(GMA)

Wonderlic
Personnel Test

General mental capacity,
logic, verbal and
numerical reasoning.

Emotional
Intelligence

Emotional and
Social
Competence
Inventory

Relationship building,
emotional understanding
in self and others.

Specific Skills

Data Entry Skills
Assessment

Core skills are mandatory
for the job.

Job
Knowledge

Certified Public
Accounting
Exam

Technical or theoretical
expertise in a particular
field.

Integrity/
Honesty

Workplace
Productivity
Profile

Integrity, honesty, ethics,
and reliability.

Simulation

Web-base
d Video
Simulation

MultiMeasurement

Using a mix of
assessments

Response to specific
situations.

The mix of job
performance
requirements.

Specific to
Sales

Has Ability to
Predict Quota
Attainment

Easy to fake and prone
to distortion, not
appropriate for hiring.

No

No

Sensitive to emotion,
mood, and
circumstances, and state
is a style within a context
(work vs. home).

No

No

No

No

Maybe

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Maybe

No

Yes

No

Maybe

Maybe

Cons or Limitations

Generally, not allowed
under the Americans
with
Disabilities Act.
Aptitude may weakly
correlate with the ability
to perform in a specific
job.
Vulnerable to
discrimination
against
protected groups.
Easy to fake.
Limited to a specific job,
only useful if the skill
measured is critical to job
performance and the
company doesn’t provide
training.
Strictly a knowledge test;
doesn’t consider learning
ability or application of
knowledge.
Negative
candidate
experience.
Expensive and
time-consuming to
develop for your specific
sales
positions. Difficult on
mobile devices.
The wrong assessment
or mix of assessments
is
ineffective.

Depending on what you are trying to measure, you may want to use a mix of assessments for a “whole person approach.” For
example, a firm seeking to hire a salesperson to sell research equipment to R&D companies might use a multi-measurement
for sales to see if they can hit quota. Later in the recruiting process, they could use a GMA to see if candidates can
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problem-solve with R&D people to come up with a solution. At the end of the selection process, they could use something like
DISC to determine the candidate’s social style and cultural fit when working with others.

You Cannot Use All Assessments to Compare Sales Candidates: Ipsative
vs. Normative
This is important information, so please stick with me. It may sound geeky, but you need to
understand the underlying science. If you don’t use the right assessment, you risk using a
flawed tool in selecting salespeople.
Not all assessment uses a standard measure. Many DISC-style assessments use “Ipsative”
testing, which compares characteristics within an individual. Experts refer to these assessments
as intra-individual measurements. These assessments identify a sales candidate’s strongest or
weakest characteristics or personal preferences.
Normative assessments provide inter-individual differences assessment. Normative
assessments measure proven, quantifiable personality characteristics on individual scales.
These assessments are well suited to recruiting and selection applications.
Because DISC doesn’t use “normative” testing, it can’t identify how a sales candidate would
stack up against another sales candidate. Hiring managers should not use Ipsative tests to
compare sales candidates to each other.
This doesn’t mean that DISC or other Ipsative tests aren’t useful. They are useful in assessing
the communication style, management style, and teamwork of existing salespeople. These tests
are simply NOT useful in:
● screening and selecting sales candidates,
● determining a candidate’s ability to hit quota, or
● comparing one candidate to another.

EVALUATING A SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT VENDOR
What Assessment Vendors Aren’t Telling You
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You must be careful when looking for an assessment. You need to look at the original research
to determine what the assessment measures, on what population (sales or non-sales) did the
developer test it, and what type of validation did the developer use.
According to the US Department of Labor’s Publication, called Testing and Assessment - An
Employer’s Guide to Good Practices, the best way to do this is to look at their study, called the
“technical manual.”
When looking at the “technical manual,” the most important things to look for are:
● Did the developer design specifically for sales?
● Does the assessment use questions that are in a sales context?
● Did the developer test it on a sales population, and how big was that population?
● Does it have “predictive validity?”
● Did the developer use an independent third party to confirm predictive validation?
Don’t get fooled. Here are a couple of examples…
In the first example, a company said they had a test to help hire top-producing salespeople.
When I looked at the “technical manual,” I found it to be a personality profile tested on 50
industry-specific salespeople.
The problem: a sample population of 50 salespeople is not big enough for the developer to
validate the assessment. To make things worse, the developer conducted a study on an
industry that has a 90% turnover rate of salespeople during the first year. As a result, the
developer could not evaluate the assessment’s findings 12 months later for predictive validation.
Another example is an assessment company that uses multiple assessments to evaluate “the
whole person” using a “benchmark” approach. When we looked at their “technical manual,” the
assessment had no predictive validation. It did have “reliability.”
Unfortunately, many test developers will package reliability as validity. Reliability means only
that the test measures what it claims to measure. It could just reliably measure a trait unrelated
to sales, such as driving a truck.
A test measured for predictive validity refers to how likely it is for test scores to predict future job
performance. If the test’s predictive validity refers to a sales position, it will indicate an
applicant’s ability to hit quota. We fully explain predictive validity in our full Guide.
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BEST PRE-HIRE ASSESSMENTS FOR SELECTING
QUOTA-BUSTING SALESPEOPLE
First Steps
Before you start to review specific sales assessments, you must:
1. Conduct a detailed job analysis to update the key functions and accountabilities of the
sales position because that determines what you need to measure.
2. Know the most important parts of the job, and be confident that you know what will help
you determine if your sales hire is successful.
After you have determined the most important criteria, keep in mind that you can measure the
less important criteria later in the interviewing process with phone screens, structured interviews
with scorecards, and use other types of assessments to determine things like “culture fit.”
In my world, the #1 priority for hiring salespeople is; can they hit quota!
Therefore, I start the beginning of the recruiting process with a sales-specific multimeasurement pre-hiring assessment.
Our research revealed a total the lack of transparency from many so-called sales assessment
companies! We started by asking the companies for a copy of their “technical manuals,” which
explain the company’s test development and validation process. We consistently hit roadblocks
in getting this information from most testing companies.
Testing companies claimed that the manuals were proprietary or part of their intellectual
property, but that doesn’t ring true. These studies do not reveal their “secret sauce” or enable
unscrupulous competitors to steal their test questions.
What the technical manuals do reveal is if the test population was large enough, sales- specific,
and if the results were valid and predictive of a sales candidate’s ability to hit quota once hired.
In other words, their “technical manual” should prove that their stuff works! If an assessment
company is not willing to share their “technical manual,” then DO NOT USE THEIR
ASSESSMENT!
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Establishing the Criteria for Your Ideal Sales
Candidate Assessment
Knowing the questions to ask assessment companies helps you pick the right pre-hiring sales
assessment for your situation. Here is a list of questions to identify what I consider
“must-haves.”
1. The assessment is a sales-specific multi-measurement test, which measures a
salesperson’s ability to hit quota.
2. The vendor designed the assessment to measure salespeople (in sales situations), and
it asks questions in a sales context, not a social context.
3. The vendor validated the test on a sizeable sales population with the help of an
independent third party.
4. You can get a copy of the test’s “technical manual,” and it contains a “predictive
validation” study.
5. The assessment is customizable to your needs (e.g., your industry, company, and job.)
6. You can use the assessment to benchmark your top/bottom sales performers and can
use this data to assess candidates.

The Ultimate Question – Can This Salesperson Hit Quota?
As a business owner, sales consultant, and interim Sales VP, I am responsible for the
salespeople I hire. My success lives or dies with their ability to hit or exceed quota. Some
people ask, “Can this sales candidate do the job?”
Personally, I think 50% of the time, the “can they do the job” question allows mediocre,
underperforming salespeople in the door. They can get by and do OK in the position, but I want
salespeople who can thrive! I prefer to ask, “Can this person hit or exceed quota?” After all, why
are you hiring a salesperson in the first place?
Yes, there are other important questions like: Do they have the knowledge, will they fit our
culture, do they have the right personality, and a whole slew of other things, but if they can’t hit
quota the rest doesn’t matter!
More precisely, I want to know: Can this candidate succeed in the exact position, company, and
industry for which we are hiring, especially given any market challenges? Example: Can they be
a successful National Account Executive, working remotely, selling our Enterprise Solution
software to C-level executives in the Oil & Gas Industry against larger, lower-priced
competitors?
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I wish I could tell you there is one magic sales assessment that does everything for
everybody… but I can’t because it doesn’t exist.
The right assessment for you will boil down to
1. What you are trying to measure and determine about a sales candidate before you hire
them,, and
2. How well can the assessment help you tell the difference between a top producer and an
average (or below average producer) even before the first interview?
The good news is, once you determine what you need to measure, you can use a multimeasurement pre-hire sales assessment to increase your ability to predict a sales candidate’s
ability to hit quota by 71-92%.
We looked at 39 pre-hiring assessments, which the assessment companies claimed were
sales-specific.
To get a copy of our full guide, which includes a list of our rejected and recommended
assessments, please call 703-822-8178 or email SalesTest@BigSwiftKick.com to schedule an
appointment with one of our assessment consultants.

Pre-Hire Sales Candidate Assessments REJECTED
Test Name
Available in our Full
Guide
Available in our Full
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide

in our Full
in our Full
in our Full
in our Full

Test Type
Personality
Behavior
Behavior
Behavior
Behavior
Behavioral, GMA

Rejection Reason(s)
Not designed for sales. Adapted/modified to sales
hiring, only construct validation
No predictive validation studies, only reliability
statistics available
No predictive validation studies, only reliability
statistics available
No predictive validation studies, only reliability
statistics available
No predictive validation studies, only reliability
statistics available
Not designed for sales, adapted/modified to sales
hiring, only construct validation

Our Guide includes information on a total of 39 assessments we rejected
along with the reasons we rejected each.
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Pre-Hire Sales Candidate Assessments REJECTED - Continued
Test Name
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide

in our Full
in our Full
in our Full
in our Full

Test Type

Rejection Reason(s)

Behavior, Interest, GMA
Behavior
Personality

Not designed for sales, adopted/modified to sales
hiring, only construct validation
No predictive validation studies, only concurrent
validation
Not designed for sales. Adapted/modified to sales
hiring.

Cognitive and Personality

Not designed for sales

Available in our Full
Guide

Personality

Not designed for sales. Adapted/modified to sales
hiring, only construct validation

Available in our Full
Guide

Behavior

Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide

in our Full

Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide
Available
Guide

in our Full

Big Swift Kick

in our Full
in our Full
in our Full
in our Full
in our Full
in our Full
in our Full

in our Full
in our Full
in our Full
in our Full
in our Full
in our Full
in our Full
in our Full

Behavior
Behavior
Behavior
Behavioral, GMA
Behavior, Interest, GMA
Behavior
Personality
Behavior
Behavior
Behavior
Behavior
Behavioral, GMA
Behavior, Interest, GMA
Behavior
Personality

No predictive validation studies, only reliability
statistics available
No predictive validation studies, only reliability
statistics available
No predictive validation studies, only reliability
statistics available
No predictive validation studies, only reliability
statistics available
Not designed for sales, adapted/modified to sales
hiring, only construct validation
Not designed for sales, adopted/modified to sales
hiring, only construct validation
No predictive validation studies, only concurrent
validation
Not designed for sales. Adapted/modified to sales
hiring, only construct validation
No predictive validation studies, only reliability
statistics available
No predictive validation studies, only reliability
statistics available
No predictive validation studies, only reliability
statistics available
No predictive validation studies, only reliability
statistics available
Not designed for sales, adapted/modified to sales
hiring, only construct validation
Not designed for sales, adopted/modified to sales
hiring, only construct validation
No predictive validation studies, only concurrent
validation
Not designed for sales. Adapted/modified to sales
hiring.

Cognitive and Personality

Not designed for sales

Personality

Not designed for sales. Adapted/modified to sales
hiring, only construct validation
www.bigswiftkick.com
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The BEST Assessments for Determining if a Sales Candidate Can Hit Quota
Test #1

Test #2

Test #3

Criteria

Highly
Recommended

Predicts Ability to Hit Quota

Available in our
Full Guide

Recommended,
with
reservations
Available in our Full
Guide

Recommended,
with
reservations
Available in
our
Full Guide
Available in
our Full
Guide

Hiring Recommendation Made

Assessment Type

Questions Designed for Sales
Customized to Your Specific Sales
Requirements

Validity Type
Independent Third-Party Validation

Available in
our Full
Guide

Available in our
Full Guide

Available in
our Full
Guide

Available in our
Full Guide

Available in
our Full
Guide

Available in
our Full
Guide
Available in
our Full
Guide

Available in our
Full Guide

Available in
our Full
Guide
Available in
our Full
Guide

Available in
our Full
Guide
Available in our
Full Guide

Available in our
Full Guide

Available in our
Full Guide

Available in our Full
Guide

Available in
our Full
Guide
Available in
our
Full Guide

Technical Manual Available

Available in
our Full
Guide

Available in our
Full Guide

Available in
our Full
Guide

Cheating Identified

Available in
our Full
Guide

Available in our
Full Guide

Available in
our Full
Guide

Best Assessment Awards

Available in
our Full
Guide

Available in our
Full Guide

Available in
our Full
Guide
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CONCLUSION/SUMMARY
In our full Guide, we provide a deep analysis on pre-hire sales assessments and tips on how to
pick the best one for you. If you desire to build a high-performing sales team, it’s critically
important to select the right assessment.
The single biggest predictor of a sales candidate’s ability to hit quota is the strength of the
applicant’s score on a multi-measurement, pre-hire assessment, which the developer designed
for sales and has validated on a sales population!
The good news is we can use proven ways to enhance our ability to hire top producing
salespeople who will hit or exceed quota!
If you would like to see the best practices in other areas of sales hiring, please visit
www.BigSwiftKick.com to request our other guides. We develop our guides based on
comprehensive research and science related to building high-performing sales teams.
To get a copy of our full Guide, which includes a list of our rejected and recommended
assessments, please call 703-822-8178 or email SalesTest@BigSwiftKick.com to schedule an
appointment with one of our assessment consultants.

Big Swift Kick
211 North Union Street, Suite 100
Alexandria, VA 22314
Phone: +1-703-822-8178
www.bigswiftkick.com
SalesGuides@BigSwiftKick.com
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